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It appears that in the Chinese patent system, the doctrine of estoppel is “fully” applicable. In patent infringement litigation, a patentee is not allowed to deny his words on any narrowing amendments or statement that he made in the patent prosecution or patent invalidation proceedings. Further, during the patent invalidation action and patent invalidation litigation, he is also estopped with regard to his statements made in earlier infringement litigation. For the former, it is provided by Article 7 of the Judicial Interpretation of Adjudicating Patent Infringement Disputes (Issued by the Supreme People’s Court’s for Comments) (hereinafter referred to as the Judicial Interpretation for Comments) that “Where in patent prosecution or invalidation actions, an applicant or a patentee, on his own initiative or at the request of the examiner, made narrowing amendments to or statements on claims, the court hearing patent infringement on the basis of the claims must not recognise protection for the limitations of the claim so surrendered when the patentee claims for such protection.” This provision is similar to Article 43 of the Opinions on Patent Infringement Adjudication (For Trial Implementation) (hereinafter referred to as the Opinions on Patent Infringement Adjudication) issued by the Beijing Higher People’s Court in 2001, which in turn was closely related to its own holding made in late 2000 on Guangdong Shenzhen Chuange Science & Technology Industrial Co., Ltd. et al. v. Compaq (hereinafter referred to as Compaq case). For the latter, the Shenzhen City Zhongxinzhao Industry (ZXHI) and Trade Development Co., Ltd. v. Patent Reexamination Board (PRB) of the State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) (hereinafter referred to as the ZXHI case) is often cited. In this case, both the Beijing No.1 Intermediate People’s Court and the Beijing Higher People’s Court held that
the patentee’s statements made in the Patent Infringement Settlement proceedings before the Shenzhen Intellectual Property Office constituted admission with regard to the pending case. 4

It seems that there is only one doctrine of estoppel in all these situations. But legally, they implicate quite different rules applicable to different fact patterns. No surprise, there are several Chinese doctrines of estoppel—if we can call them estoppel loosely. They are related to claim construction, doctrine of equivalents, admission, or decided or judged facts. Given that the Judicial Interpretation of Adjudicating Patent Infringement Disputes is issued for comments and may enter into force in the near future, it is imperative to take a close look at what the Chinese doctrines of estoppel are in practice, so as to make clear the Article 7. To this end, the paper, following the lead of Article 7, is meant to analyse the Chinese doctrines of estoppel in detail, taking special account of representative cases decided and cited. The analysis would hopefully help for future revision of Article 7.

I. Limitation on doctrine of equivalents v. rule for claim construction

As stated above, Article 7 provides that a patentee may not in infringement litigation reclaim what he gave up or surrendered during the patent prosecution and patent invalidation proceedings. As patent protection covers both literal elements of the claims and their equivalents, 5 this provision is applicable in two different situations. As for literal infringement, if a patentee narrowed a claim in suit in the patent prosecution, the court must construe the claim as amended. If the patentee made statements about the claims in the prosecution, be them narrowing or broadening ones, the court has to construe the claim according to the common rule for claim construction, taking account of the prosecution history, the description and the appended drawings through the lens of person having ordinary skill in the art. To this extent, Articles 7 and 36 of the Judicial Interpretation for Comments overlaps.

By contrast, as for infringement by equivalents, if a patentee makes narrowing amendments to the claims during the patent prosecution, the court must decide as to whether to allow the patentee to claim protection for the equivalent features of the amended ones. 7 If the patentee makes statements regarding the features during the patent application, and his statements are likely to materially affect the examination of the patent application and thus the granting, then, the patentee will be held to have, on its own initiative, surrendered protection for the features which are “explicitly” excluded by such statements in the prosecution history, and may not reclaim them, even though they could otherwise constitute equivalent features to be protected by virtue of doctrine of equivalents.

It should be noted, however, that this estoppel rule, as stated in Article 7, is not an affirmative defense, requiring the proponent to come forward with evidence. This is compatible with the U.S. judicial practice. 8 Article 7 specifies that where the patent applicant or patentee reclaims protection for what he surrendered in the patent application prosecution or invalidation proceedings, “the people’s court may not recog-
rise such protection”. Thus, if the patent prosecution files were offered as evidence for claim construction, the court, when adjudicating whether there is infringement by equivalents, must consider the files as evidence on its own imitative, even if the defendant does not argue in this direction, so as not to recognise the already surrendered coverage of the patent. Likewise, if a defendant did not argue, in the first-instance hearing, that the patentee had surrendered the features of the claim in suit during the patent prosecution, the appellate court may address this issue as a matter of law and make its own judgment. The defendant does not forget his right even though he failed to raise the issue and to make arguments in the first-instance. What the appellate court should do is to ascertain whether the patentee has already “surrendered” the protection for the claimed features. If so, the court may not recognise protection for what the patentee has already surrendered.

II. Subjective or objective test for “surrender”

Article 7 specifies that “the court… must not recognise protection for the limitations of the claim so surrendered when the patentee claims for such protection.” Then, how should the court decide what constitutes “surrender”?

Does the court have to look at the subjective intent of the patent applicant during the patent prosecution and patent invalidation proceedings in order to find “surrender”? If so, the court needs to review all the details of a particular prosecution process in order to determine the subjective intent of the applicant as existed at that moment. For this purpose, it seems not unreasonable to consider a variety of the factors, including a particular applicant’s experience, whether he appointed a patent agent or prosecuted the patent on his own. Besides, when the patentee comes forward with evidence showing that he did not intend to surrender, but acted negligently, it will be difficult for the court to find that he did “surrender”. As a matter of fact, it is hard and not practical to apply the subjective intent test to find “surrender”.

As a result, we should turn to objective test. In fact, early U.S. case law relied on “abandonment and disclaimer” as the legal basis for applying the prosecution history estoppel. But the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC) made it clear in 1996 that “In examining the prosecution history in an estoppel analysis, we do not look to the subjective intent of the applicant and what the applicant subjectively believed or intended that he or she was giving up to the public. … Rather, the standard for determining what subject matter was surrendered is objective and depends on what a competitor, reading the prosecution history, would reasonably conclude was given up by the applicant”. In other words, the CAFC held that the legal basis for “the prosecution history estoppel” is a competitor’s reasonable reliance on the prosecution history, not the patentee’s subjective intent. However, actual reliance is not required for applying the prosecution history estoppel. Rather, “reasonable reliance” is to be proved on the patent prosecution files that are published along with the grant of the patent in suit. The so-called “competitor” by no means referred to a particular real competitor, but a hypothetical one. It should be noted that the CAFC also rely on an examiner’s reliance interest of the observations as the legal basis for the doctrine of estoppel. Although different from the competitor reliance test, it is also an objective test. It is the reliance of an abstract examiner, but not that of a particular examiner for examining a particular patent that is the legal basis for the prosecution history estoppel. Anyway, these are objective test.

And it is the objective test that distinguishes doctrine of estoppel under the patent law. Unlike estoppel in the Contract Law and Torts, doctrine of estoppel under the patent law does not require one to show that he, as a real person, had detrimental reliance on the defendant’s representation. Rather, he only has to prove that a hypothetic objective person would have reasonable reliance on representation made by the defendant; and for his interests in such reasonable reliance, the defendant is estopped in order to vindicate the plaintiff’s right.

Although an objective test, the so-called competitor’s or examiner’s reasonable reliance is, to a significant extent, at odds with the basic rules for claim construction. Fundamentally, a claim should be construed through the lens of “a person having ordinary skill in the art”. It is not unreasonable to place the same person at the core for finding “surrender”.

III. Narrowing statements made before the PRB and PRB decision

Article 7 provides for a wider scope for the doctrine of estoppel. It covers not only the prosecution history estoppel, but also narrowing amendment to and statements on the
claims in suit made by a patentee in an earlier patent invalidation action. Although the “prosecution history estoppel” is founded on solid legal basis, this is not the case for the remaining coverage of Article 7. For this purpose, the often cited Compaq case will be discussed below, and then the legal character and effect will be analysed of the narrowing statements made by a patentee during the patent invalidation and those of the decisions made by the PRB.

1. Interpreting the Compaq case

Contrary to the common understanding, the Compaq case cannot lead any support to Article 43 of the Opinions on Patent Infringement Adjudication and Article 7. In this case, the Beijing Higher People’s Court did point out: “When construing the claims of utility model, the court must take due account of the narrowing statements made by the patentee in earlier patent invalidation actions. The patentee may not repudiate the statements he made.” But the court further made clear that only when the PRB accept such narrowing statements could the statements be relied on as the basis to estoppel the patentee. In particular, the court said: “In Validation Decision No. 2133, the PRB relied on the description and the drawings of the patent (90204534) in suit and made the following claim construction: “replaceable” of feature (1) should mean “interchangeable” and “additional” in feature (7) means “another”. And on 29 February 2000, the patentee filed statements with the PRB, saying that because the two base grooves are identical in structure and size and thus interchangeable, claim 1 has had an inventive step. The PRB accepted this argument. Therefore, the patentee may not repudiate these statements now.” Thus, in the Compaq case, the legal basis for estoppel the patentee is not what the patentee stated, but what the PRB accepted or said in its decision. This is contrary to Articles 43 and 7, as cited before, which makes estoppel on the basis of the patentee’s statements made in the invalidation actions before the PRB.

In addition, in the Compaq case, the statements as accepted by the PRB were applied to construe the claim. They did not serve as the grounds for placing limitation on the equivalent features. Thus, this case has nothing to do with Article 7. Rather, it is related to Article 3 of the Judicial Interpretation for Comments, which provides that the court can rely on prosecution files for claim construction in addition to the description, the drawings and other claims of the patent in suit. In the Compaq case, what the court said is merely that it gave deference to the PRB in respect of the claim construction made by the PRB. This is not the application of the doctrine of estoppel in patent law, with the patentee’s statements as the basis. Rather, it was the “collateral estoppel” under the Civil Procedure Law that the court was saying. And this doctrine will be discussed later.

2. Narrowing statements made before the PRB

If a patentee may be estopped by what he said before the PRB during earlier patent invalidation actions, not insignificant legal disorder will result. Suppose a patentee made narrowing statements on feature A before the PRB in a validation action. But the PRB did not accept the statements and declared claim X invalid. Later, the patentee sued for infringement of claim Y, which had the same feature A. In this scenario, how should the court hearing the infringement litigation proceed with regard to the feature A? Should the court estoppel the patentee by taking the narrowing statements made by the patentee before the PRB, or should the court give deference to the claim construction of feature A as stated in the PRB decision? If either party to the invalidation hearing appealed the PRB decision, should the court hold the patentee to what he said, or give deference to the judgment of the Beijing No.1 Intermediate People’s Court or the Beijing Higher People’s Court on the matter already decided?

According to Article 7, the court hearing an infringement dispute should stick to the narrowing statements made by the patentee, rather than the claim construction adopted by the PRB or the reviewing courts. The legal basis for this approach looks weak. First, the authority of the public adjudicating bodies may be prejudiced. The PRB’s decisions, or judgments of the PRB’s reviewing courts, the Beijing No.1 Intermediate People’s Court or the Beijing Higher People’s Court, are all enforceable. Narrowing statement made by the patentee and the adjudicating body’s opinion are different. The PRB and the reviewing courts might not accept the patentee’s narrowing statements about the claim in suit, however narrowing. In patent invalidation actions, claim construction is a necessary step of first priority. The PRB must construe the claim in suit as required by rules of law. Where the proper claim construction will make the claim in suit declared invalid, the PRB must do so even though the patentee made very narrow statements about the claim in suit to the effect the claim can be kept valid under those narrowing statements. If the parties appeal the decision to the PRB’s reviewing court, the court must do the same. In a follow-up patent infringement litigation, if the court does not give deference to the claim construction as accepted in the PRB’s de-
cision or the judgment by its reviewing courts, but rather hold the narrowing statements made the patentee in the invalidation actions are binding, the public at large might well wonder what the authority of the decision made by these public adjudicating bodies is.

Second, there is a double standard problem. Suppose that the patent invalidation action involved claim X, the PRB, the Beijing No.1 Intermediate People’s Court or the Beijing Higher People’s Court did not accept the patentee’s narrow interpretation of the feature A, and thereby declared invalid claim X having the feature A. Suppose further, the patentee later brings an infringement litigation on the basis of claim Y having the same feature A. If the court hearing the case, however, insists that the patentee must not repudiate his narrowing statements, the interpretation of the feature A which was not accepted by the PRB and its reviewing courts. As a result, the court finds no infringement on account of the narrowing statements. Obviously, here two distinct standards are applied to construe the same claim. It is unfair, and inconsistent.

The fundamental reason why like rule of the prosecution history estoppel does not apply to narrowing statements before the PRB is the distinction between patent examination and patent invalidation. Unlike the inter parte patent invalidation discussed later, patent examination is ex parte. Because there are relatively limited channel of information for examiners on the one hand, and patent applicant has abundant information about the application on the other, the inventor or anyone substantially involved in the patent prosecution are obliged to act in good faith before the USPTO. They are required to disclose all information of material effect on the examination of the application. To further this end, the US Patent Act allows an examiner to make the broadest reasonable construction of the claims. Violating this duty of disclosure may constitute inequitable conduct, rendering the patent granted unenforceable. It is presumed that the applicant make bona fide statements, upon which an examiner is entitled to rely for making decision. Consequently, the patentee is estopped for statements made in prosecuting patent when he bring infringement lawsuit against alleged infringers.

There is sound legal basis for imposing duty of disclosure upon patent applicants. To some extent, a patent is a contract between the state and an inventor. The former grants monopoly of a given period of time in exchange for the latter’s early disclosure of new technological knowledge. Like concluding all other contracts, the state and the inventor must undergo a negotiation process. That is patent examination, where the patent applicant, like parties in negotiating other contracts, is obliged to act in good faith.

Distinct from patent examination, patent invalidation is inter parte, an adversary process. It is widely believed that the adversary process itself is the engine to find fact. The opposing parties are supposed to take care of their own matter by making legal argument and coming forward with evidence in their own favour. Thus, in patent invalidation, a patentee is not obliged to disclose unfavorable information. As a result, there is no legal basis to estoppel him in later infringement litigation for the statements he made in the invalidation proceedings. It is not uncommon that later discovered fact may support his argument in the infringement lawsuit even though the argument is contrary to his statement in an earlier invalidation action, which has nothing to do with fraudulent failure to disclose as in patent prosecution. Further, unlike an examiner, the adjudicators in patent invalidation action are impartial and critical. They are not expected to rely on one party’s statements to make decision, even if one could say there is some kind of good faith duty imposed on the parties. Rather, they must rely on their independent judgment, taking into account of the offered evidence and legal arguments. Further, he must not make the broadest reason- able construction of the claims, as an examiner does. When facing narrowing statements made by a patentee, he must follow the claim construction rules, rather than the words of the patentee. In short, there is no like solid legal basis for applying estoppel to narrowing statements made by the patentee before the PRB, as the legal basis for applying prosecution history estoppel to statements made by the patent applicant before patent examiners.

3. Legal effect of PRB decisions

Where the PRB made an interpretation to a given feature, such interpretation should be given deference in a later infringement litigation based on a claim having that feature to which the patent invalidation requester and the patentee are parties, unless the interpretation was reversed by PRB’s review courts, that is, the Beijing No. 1 Intermediate People’s Court or the Beijing Higher People’s Court. And, if the PRB’s interpretation is reversed, the interpretation made by the reviewing courts for that feature should be given deference.

This conforms to the Chinese Civil Procedure Law and the rules of evidence. It is provided in both Article 75 of the Supreme People’s Court Opinions on Application of the Civil
Procedure Law of P.R.C and Article 9 of the Supreme People’s Court’s Provisions on Rules of Evidence in Civil Procedure that one does not have to come forward with evidence in later lawsuit for the judged facts in a final judgment of a prior lawsuit to which he was a party. This rule should apply to claim construction because it is not a pure matter of law. Basically, a claim is read through the lens of a person having ordinary skill in the art on the filing date. It is a matter of fact to find such person having ordinary skill in the art on the filing date. Where a court makes claim construction, to the extent that the judgment says what the person having ordinary skill in the art knew on the filing date, the above rules should apply.

These rules are similar to the U.S. doctrine of collateral estoppel. Under the U.S. patent system, collateral estoppel applies to the inter partes reexamination and judicial procedure. Collateral estoppel differs from res judicata in that the latter refers to claim preclusion while the former refers to issue preclusion. If the following conditions are met, collateral estoppel is applicable: (1) The issues in the second suit are the same as in the first suit; (2) The issues in the first suit must have been actually litigated; (3) The issues in the first suit must have been actually decided; (4) The issues must have been necessary to the court’s judgment. Thus, for collateral estoppel, it is impossible for an interested party to bring a different cause of action to litigate the same issue which has already been judged. If he is dissatisfied with the judgment on a particular issue, he could only appeal to the reviewing court, rather than resort to a collateral procedure.

Under the U.S. patent system, one can invalidate a given patent either through the civil action before a federal district court, or the inter partes patent examination action before the USPTO. Here, collateral estoppel applies. Where the parties had fully argued on an issue in the patent reexamination, they cannot challenge the USPTO decision arrived at through a later collateral litigation before a federal district court even if new evidence is found. Likewise, if a reference contain feature A, and it is necessary for the court to make the final judgment that claim X containing feature A was invalid, then, in a later inter partes reexamination with respect to claim Y having feature A, the USPTO will apply collateral estoppel, giving deference to the prior judgment on the feature A. In other words, if an interested party is not satisfied with an interpretation of the claim in suit made by a federal district court or the USPTO in inter partes reexamination action, he can do nothing but appeal to the CAFC, and cannot get remedy through collateral procedures.

For China, collateral estoppel should apply to issues decided either in earlier infringement or invalidation actions. They are both inter partes and collateral to each other. First of all, as mentioned above, the Chinese Civil Procedure Law has put in place provisions for the legal effect of judged fact, which is quite similar to collateral estoppel. Second, a comparative study of the Sino-US patent systems gives further supports to the adoption of this rule. In fact, the Chinese patent invalidation and the US inter partes reexamination are similar. Thanks to the U.S. patent system reform, a third party now has more procedural rights. If he is not satisfied with a decision made by the USPTO, he may appeal to the CAFC, with the USPTO being the defendant; and the patentee may also bring cross appeal. Thus, what the USPTO is to a federal district court is what the PRB to a local court in China; and the USPTO to the CAFC is similar to the PRB to the Beijing No.1 Intermediate People’s Court or the Beijing Higher People’s Court. In conclusion, there is considerable legal basis for China to apply collateral estoppel within its patent system, even though it is a common law rule.

Collateral estoppel, however, is not a doctrine without limitations. Collateral estoppel is adopted to prevent abuse of the judicial resources and litigation harassment. However, it may prejudice legitimate procedural rights. When collateral estoppel applies to a PRB decision, both the patentee and the requester can face hard time. Claim construction is not a pure matter of law, but a matter of fact to a large extent. Subsequent to a patent invalidation action, the patentee may find new evidence for a broader construction of a given feature; and the requester may also find new prior art to justify narrow interpretation of the same feature. Besides, both parties may fail to argue fully in the previous invalidation proceedings. Regardless of all these possibilities, collateral estoppel prohibits the patentee and the requester from litigating the same issue already decided by the PRB or its reviewing court in a later infringement lawsuit.

Any rigid application of collateral estoppel may stifle justice. Therefore, even if collateral estoppel should apply to a given issue decided by the PRB, where justice overrides the risks of litigation harassments and abuse of judicial resources in a particular case, the court should refrain from applying collateral estoppel.
IV. Request for patent infringement settlement and patent invalidation

It is said that “full” estoppel is applicable within the Chinese patent regime. That is, the patentee is not only estopped in infringement litigation for his statements in earlier patent invalidation proceedings, but also estopped in a patent invalidation action for his statements in earlier infringement litigation. For the latter, the “ZHXI case” is often cited.

However, the doctrine of estoppel applying to this case was not a limitation on infringement by equivalents, nor a rule for claim construction. The key issue in this case was whether the statements made by ZHXI, which filed request for the Patent Infringement Settlement with the Shenzhen IP Office, constituted admission of what he claimed so as to be accepted without further evidence. On the surface, it is a matter of rule of evidence. But it is closely related to the collateral estoppel rules. For this reason, it is discussed in details below.

In this case, Baoan (the requester) argued that the patent (No. 00300904.1) for the Design of Health Sauna Bath Device (the patent in suit) owned by ZHXI was not novel and should be declared invalid. The filing date of the patent was on 13 February 2000, the date of publication of the grant of the patent on 4 October 2000, and the product was entitled “Health Sauna Bath Device”. Baoan proved that ZHXI had made and marketed SH-A10 Health Sauna Bath Device (SH-A10) before the filing date. Baoan further came forward with evidence that ZHXI claimed in the written request in 2002 filed with the Shenzhen IP Office that the “Ding Lang” brand ZS-104 Steam Medicinal Bath Device (ZS-104) was identical with SH-A10 in design. 23 But to the request only the drawing of ZS-104 was attached. Drawings of SH-A10 was nowhere to be found. Nevertheless, Baoan argued that the drawings of the ZS-104 should be taken as a reference to show that the patent in suit was not novel.

The Beijing No.1 Intermediate People’s Court ruled for Baoan’s. As a first step, the court reasoned that absent sufficient evidence to the contrary, the SH-A10 made in 1999 was identical with the SH-A10 made in 2002 in design. 24 Then the court held that what ZHXI claimed in its request filed was binding: “Absent evidence to the contrary, the facts claimed in the request can be accepted directly without proof in this later patent invalidation action.”25 In effect, the court decided that in 2002, ZS-104 was in fact identical with SH-A10. As a result, the drawing of ZS-104 is evidence for the design of SH-A10 as of 2002, which is presumed to be identical with SH-A10 as of 1999. Consequently, the drawing of ZS-104 in the request can serve as a reference for the design patent in suit. Put it otherwise, the court accepted the argument that the SH-A10 made and marketed in China in 1999 was in fact identical with the ZS-104 in design, as shown in the request of 2002. 26 Although there is no evidence to show that ZS-104 was identical with SH-A10 as existed in 2002, the court held ZHXI to be what it claimed in the request, without requiring any evidence by Baoan.

Dissatisfied with the judgment, ZHXI appealed to the Beijing Higher People’s Court, which upheld the lower court’s judgment. In particular, the appellate court pointed out that ZHXI’ statements that the ZS-104 was identical with SH-A10 were the “factual basis” to accuse Baoan of infringement of its design patent, and this constituted “admission.” 27

The key issue of this case is about what constitutes admission. However, “admission” under the Chinese Civil Procedure Law and the evidence rules does not cover the situation that one party made in another action with regard to the facts or claims made by the other party in that action, but means that one expressly admits the fact or claims made by the other party in the same procedure. It is provided in Article 75 of the Supreme People’s Court Opinions on Application of the Civil Procedure Law of P.R.C that “A party does not have to come forward with evidence ... where the other party expressly admits the fact asserted.” In Article 21 of the Supreme People’s Court’s Several Provisions Relating to Issues of Reform of Ways to Hear Civil Cases, it is further provided that “where a party asserts facts or made claims without coming forward with evidence, the court must not rely on the fact as asserted or the claims so made, unless the other party expressly admits them.”

The rule for admission should not have been applied in this case. It should be noted that statements made out of the pending action of the court is hearsay, one form of evidence. As admission is defined as the party “does not have to come forward with evidence” or “without coming forward with evidence”, when the other party “admit”, in the cited case, the statements made by ZHXI in his Request for Patent Infringement Settlement with the Shenzhen IP Office, is hearsay. When Baoan presented those statements, he was presenting evidence. As a result, there was no place to apply admission.

It should be admitted, however, that in an adversary process, there is possibility that a party’s statements out of the
pending action may be accepted as evidence. Even so, the coverage is limited matter of fact, not applicable to matter of law. Then, are ZHXI’s statements that ZS-104 was identical with SH-A10 in design a matter of fact that the court could accept without requiring evidence? Legally, “being identical in design” as claimed, actually means that ZS-104 is “identical with or similar to” SH-A10 so that ZS-104 constitutes an infringement of the design patent. For this purpose, the court must consider all the features claimed by the design patent in the light of the overall visual effect of the design in suit, through the lens of the relevant sector of the public of the product incorporating the design, namely.

Besides, no account should be taken of the “design features required for realising functions, and material and internal structures and like factors which have no impact on the overall visual effect.” Thus, “being identical in design” is, to a large extent, a matter of law, rather than a matter of fact. In effect, ZHXI’s statements in its written request are nothing but a claim for design patent infringement, a matter of law which is up to the authority to decide. For such a claim for infringement, which was not decided by the competent authority, the court should not have accepted it as it was claimed.

Meanwhile, this case reminds us of the possible application of the collateral estoppel to administrative decisions. As mentioned above, it is provided in Article 75 of the Supreme People’s Court Opinions on Application of the Civil Procedure Law of P.R.C and Article 9 of the Supreme People’s Court’s Provisions on Rules of Evidence in Civil Procedure that where a matter of fact has already been decided in a final judgment, an interested party does not need to come forward with evidence to prove it in later litigation. This rule of law may apply mutatis mutandis to administrative decisions. Specifically, as for ZHXI’s Request for Patent Infringement Settlement, if the Shenzhen City IP Office had decided that there was infringement by Baoan’s and this was final, then the PRB should give deference to that decision, accepting that ZS-104 was “identical with or similar to” SH-A10. As a result, it might rule that the drawings showing ZS-104 could be a reference for declaring invalid the patent in suit.

On the other hand, if the Shenzhen City IP Office had decided that there was no infringement by Baoan’s and this decision was final, then, the PRB and its reviewing courts must not use the drawings showing ZS-104 as a reference for declaring the patent in suit invalid. For the first thing, if they decide that ZHXI’s statements admission, this holding is equal to reversing the Shenzhen IP Office’s decision. But they do not have the jurisdiction over Shenzhen IP Office to reverse the decision. Besides, if the Shenzhen City IP Office did not make a decision, neither the PRB, nor its reviewing courts has the power to make a decision for the IP Office that Baoan did infringe the patent in suit. Thus, the legal effect of an administrative decision on a Request for Patent Infringement Settlement in later patent invalidation procedure is a matter of whether the collateral estoppel should apply.

Conclusion

Owing to the distinction between prosecution and invalidation procedures, the prosecution history estoppel may apply to the former, and like estoppel rule may not apply to the latter. Rather, collateral estoppel should apply to the latter. As Article 7 mingles these two different rules for estoppel, it should be revised.

Drawing on the argumentation already presented, I would like to propose the following text as the recommended amendment to Article 7 for further discussion:

Article 7 Where an applicant, on his own initiative or at the request of the examiner, made narrowing amendments to, or statements on, claims, the court hearing patent infringement based on the claims must not recognise protection for the features of the claim so surrendered when the patentee claims for such protection.

Where a patentee made narrowing amendments to, or statements on claims and the Patent Reexamination Board accepted them, which became final, the court hearing patent infringement based on the claims must not recognise protection for the features of the claim so surrendered when the patentee claims for such protection.

As for “the features of the claim so surrendered”, the court must make decision through the lens of a person having ordinary skill in the art.
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